Two-dimensional homonuclear chemical shift correlation established by the cross-relaxation driven spin diffusion in solids.
A new type of spin diffusion, cross-relaxation driven spin diffusion (CRDSD), is investigated using (15)N NMR on a N-acetyl-L-valyl-L-leucine (NAVL) single crystal under stationary condition. A two-dimensional (2D) pulse sequence that correlates the chemical shifts of (15)N nuclei, with a radio-frequency spin lock on the (15)N channel during the mixing time, is used to observe CRDSD. Experimental results obtained using CRDSD, rf-driven spin diffusion, and proton driven spin diffusion approaches on the NAVL single crystal are compared. Our experimental results suggest that the (15)N spin diffusion rate can be enhanced by about 1000 times using CRDSD than by the normal proton driven spin diffusion. Interestingly, the required spin-locking rf field strength for CRDSD is much lower than that used for the rf-driven spin diffusion experiments. The cross-peak patterns observed in 2D (15)N-(15)N correlation spectra using CRDSD and RFDSD are very different as they arise from different spin-spin interactions. A detailed theory describing CRDSD and RFDSD processes is also presented using a thermodynamic model. The speedy spin diffusion process rendered by the CRDSD approach will be useful to assign resonances from a uniformly (15)N or (13)C labeled proteins and peptides, particularly in aligned samples.